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Abstract
Textbooks play an important role in learners’ language learning process. Yet, textbook writers
may not be fully trained in the effective sequencing for grammatical structures. This study
applies theoretical research to practical pedagogical considerations, and examines if current
EFL textbooks in Taiwan facilitate students’ acquisition of English relative clauses. Based on
well-established hypotheses of the difficulty order for RC acquisition, thirty textbooks were
examined. The results show that textbooks do not appear to be compatible with the current
hypothesis of the acquisition of relative clauses in second language. The textbooks examined
do not sequence relative clauses according to their complexity. Moreover, only a few types of
relative clauses were presented. Classroom teachers who strictly adhere to such textbooks
may result in the inhibition of the students’ learning process, avoidance of relative clause use,
and thus limitation of their language development. The findings of this study have
implications for curriculum designers and English language educators as a reference for
improving or modifying their pedagogical practice.
Keywords: second language acquisition; relative clauses; developmental sequences; textbook
analysis; English language learning
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1.

Introduction

Textbooks play an important role on learners’ language learning process. Most of the time, teachers follow
what is presented in the textbooks to teach, and students learn what they are taught. Yet, many L2 textbooks are
written based on the writers’ intuition, anecdotal evidence, and traditions (Ishihara & Cohen, 2014). This may
especially be the case for English grammar, as textbook writers may not be fully trained in the effective
sequencing of grammatical structures. Since grammatical structures hold a central place in the language learning
process (Ellis, 2006), it is important to understand L2 English grammar instruction in textbooks.
Previous research suggests that there is an order of difficulty in language acquisition, and that learners will
benefit from being taught in line with this order (Cook, 2009; Ellis, 2005; Keßler, 2008). When learners are
exposed to instruction in accordance with their L2 processing capacity, they not only produce the target language
structures with a higher grammatical accuracy than those exposed to the reversed order, but their long-term
acquisition of the structures is also enhanced (Mansouri & Duffy, 2005). Whereas, when the instruction does not
match the learner’s developmental sequences, even when a specific structure is intensively drilled every day,
leaners still face major difficulties (Felix, 1981). The underlying assumption is that learners are constrained by
their language processing abilities, and learners must develop required procedural skills in a predetermined
sequence over time (Pienemann, 1998). Accordingly, instruction is viewed as most beneficial if it comes at a
point when the learner is developmentally ready (Pienemann, 1984).
Relative clauses (RCs) have been cited as one of the most difficult grammatical structures for English as a
second language (ESL) learners to learn (Cho & Lee, 2016). This is certainly the case for learners whose first
language is Chinese (Chang, 2001). Evidence has shown that different types of RCs inherit different complexity
levels, which are indicative of a universal ordering of difficulty for RC acquisition. The discovery of a universal
order and sequence of SLA can and has helped to shape decisions on second language grammar teaching (Ellis,
2006), with crucial importance attached especially to the sequencing and timing of instruction (Doughty, 1991).
Accordingly, the difficulty ordering for RC acquisition should be respected in the design of instructional
materials.
Applying theoretical research to practical pedagogical considerations, the present study examined English
RCs as presented for teaching EFL in textbooks for vocational high schools (VHSs) in Taiwan, with a special
focus on whether these textbooks introduce RCs according to the hypothesized order of difficulty for RC
acquisition. This examination can make English teachers aware of the strengths and weakness of instructional
materials, and to what extent do they facilitate students’ acquisition of English relative clauses.
2.

Literature review

Three major hypotheses that predict an order of difficulty for RC acquisition are Keenan and Comrie’s
(1977) Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy (NPAH), Kuno’s (1974) Perceptual Difficulty Hypothesis (PDH),
and Hamilton’s (1994) SO Hierarchy Hypothesis (SOHH), as Izumi (2003) noted. NPAH examines the noun
phrase position that can be relativized in the RC and forms an implicational hierarchy based on typological
comparisons. The hierarchical ordering of the ease of accessibility, from most accessible for relativization to the
least accessible in English is Subject (SU) > Direct Object (DO) > Indirect Object (IO) > Object of Preposition
(OPREP) > Genitive (GEN) > Object of Comparison (OCOMP). (> means ‘is more accessible than’). PDH looks
at the location of the RC in the matrix sentence, that is, whether the RC is left, center, or right-embedded. It
predicts that center embedding, which interrupts the processing of the matrix sentence with the RC is more
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difficult to process than right and left embedding.
While the above two hypotheses have been proposed with regard to difficulty order for RC acquisition, one
discusses it only with respect to the RC itself and the other one discusses it with respect to the locations of the
RC in the matrix sentence. Therefore, it is unclear what the difficulty order for the different types of RCs in the
RC itself would be when we take their role in the matrix sentence into account. In order to determine the
difficulty orders for English relativization for the present study, we apply the notion of processing difficulty
proposed by Hamilton (1994) and the counting method he employed to determine the number of discontinuities
in the structure as a predictor of difficulty and developmental order in RCs.
We first quantify the degrees of discontinuity in the various types of RCs in reference to the NPAH (see
Appendix A). Note that in this study, we further distinguish the grammatical functions of the noun phrase in the
RC, particularly those which involve the genitive. The reason for this is made clear in the examples below:
I know the man who is a teacher.
I know the man whose wife is a teacher.
The relative pronoun ‘who’ in example (a) occurs in subject function in RC whereas in example (b), it is
‘whose wife’ (i.e. the genitive + a noun) that serves the subject function. In other words, the relative pronoun
‘who’ in example (a) is a subject itself but the genitive pronoun ‘whose’ in example (b) is a part of the
relativization. Therefore, if we look at the genitive as a unit as ‘whose+noun’, the genitive can serve as, e.g. a
subject, a direct object or indirect object, etc. in the RC. Accordingly, the genitive can be formed on noun
phrases at any level of wh-extraction (Wolfe-Quintero, 1992), and can create a varying degree of phrasal
discontinuity (See Appendix B). Therefore, if we characterize the grammatical function that RC constituent has,
it can e.g. be a subject itself or be a subject containing the genitive pronoun. This tentative account for the
functional role of the genitive in RCs explains the discrepancy of the genitive found in empirical studies on ESL
RC acquisition (e.g. Gass, 1979; Hansen-Strain & Strain, 1989).
Based on the processing discontinuity, the difficulty order for different RC types used for the purpose of the
present study is illustrated in the scale 1 below. Note that in NPAH, relativization of indirect object is predicted
to be more accessible than object of preposition, however, when we use the processing discontinuity to
determine the difficulty order of RCs, these two types of RCs create the same number of discontinuities, and thus
are assumed to have the same level of complexity. Empirical findings from studies on ESL RC acquisition lent
support to this proposed difficulty order for English relativization. For example, it is found that there is a reverse
relationship between IO and OOPREP type RCs, and IO type RCs are no easier than OOPREP type RCs (e.g.
Pavesi, 1986; Hyltenstam, 1984).
In view of the empirical findings in support of the proposed difficulty order for different RCs types, scale 1,
based on the processing discontinuity, is used for the present study.

[Note. (1) the first code of
each label refers to the
function of the head noun of
the matrix clause, and the
second code refers to the role
of the NP target of
relativization in the RC; (2)
the number in bracket means
the number of discontinuity
created]
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3.

Research questions
The research questions we seek to answer in this study are:

4.

(1)

What types of RCs are introduced in the textbooks?

(2)

What is the order of RCs introduced in different textbooks?

(3)

Do the textbooks introduce the RCs according to the hypothesised order of difficulty for RC
acquisition?

Methodology

4.1 Method
Analyze English textbooks used by vocational high schools in Taiwan and compare their presentation with
the difficulty ordering for different RCs types.
4.2 Textbook range and selection
High school education in Taiwan offers two tracks. One is academic track, and the other is vocational track.
Each track is three years schooling, with two terms per year. The main difference between textbooks from these
two tracks lies in the overall number of words introduced, with vocational track introducing fewer number of
words than academic track (Everington, 2018). The Ministry of Education (MOE) in Taiwan evaluates textbooks
proposed by different publishers based on national curriculum guidelines, and announces a list of approved
textbooks from which each school can make their own choice of textbooks to use. Each version of textbook,
approved by the Ministry of Education (MOE) in Taiwan to use in VHSs, is included in our analysis to provide a
complete picture of how the RCs are introduced from each of the approved publishers. This gives us five
different publishers according to the 2013 textbook approval list from the MOE. Therefore, the total number of
textbooks used in our analysis is thirty (five publishers times six textbooks used for the whole VHS school
system).
4.3 Analysis process
We first classify the ways in which RCs are introduced in the textbooks. This gives us the following three
categories (examples for each category are illustrated in Table 1):
(1)

Explicit instruction focus: Grammatical structures which explicitly introduce RCs to be the main
instruction focus of that lesson. Clear and unambiguous RC structures are explicitly presented to
learners.

(2)

Implicit instruction focus: The main instruction focus of the lesson is on other grammatical structures,
which contain or require knowledge of RC formation. Since the main instruction focus is not on RC,
teachers may simply present the RC formation to the student and allow the students to assimilate the
information in the way that makes the most sense to them.

(3)

Examples only: The main instruction focus of the lesson is on other type of grammatical structures
which does not contain or require knowledge of RC formation. RCs are presented in the example
sentences provided in that lesson.

After the classification, we keep a record of which unit and level of book RC is introduced and also its
frequency of appearance.
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Table 1
Examples for the ways in which RCs are introduced in the textbooks
Category
Explicit instruction
focus
Implicit instruction
focus
Examples only

5.

Grammar focus
RCs

Structures introduced
S+V…, who/which…

Participial phrase

N+wh-/that (To) N+V-ing/p.p.

Passives

S+be
caught/seen/spotted/heard+V-ing

Example provided
The sun, which is in the center of
the solar.
They found a boy who was singing
in the classroom. (To) singing
People who were caught stealing
salt could be imprisoned.

Results

5.1 What types of RCs are introduced in the textbooks?
Overall, out of twenty types of RCs presented on the difficulty order scale of this study, only eight of them
are introduced in the textbooks across the five different publishers. Most of the publishers introduce on average
five different types of RCs in the textbooks across the whole three years of schooling. Each of them gives a
different focus and emphasis on RCs. Publisher 2 introduces one more type of RC than average while Publisher
5 introduces the least range of RCs to students. Publisher 4 presents various types of RCs most frequently and
Publisher 3 presents RCs the least frequently. RCs of indirect object and object of comparison are never
introduced to learners at all. As for the genitive RCs, only the genitive of subject is introduced, and it is
introduced only by two publishers: Publisher 1 and Publisher 2.
Table 2
Frequency and types of RCs introduced in the textbooks
Publisher 1
Publisher 2
Publisher 3
Publisher 4
Publisher 5
Total

OS
14
9
9
29
3
64

OO
8
1
1
6
1
17

SS
10
7
2
18
8
45

SO
4
0
1
1
0
6

OOPREP
0
2
0
3
0
5

SOPREP
0
0
1
0
0
1

OSGEN
1
1
0
0
0
2

SSGEN
0
1
0
0
0
1

Note. Ordered left to right in increasing difficulty.

Comparing the range and frequency of RCs presented in the textbooks, Publisher 5 appears to put limited
emphasis on RCs. It provides not only the least number of different types but also the lowest frequency of RCs in
the textbooks. Accordingly, learners using the Publisher 5 textbook version are given the least exposure to RCs,
which may put them at a disadvantage in terms of acquisition of RCs formation.
Among those eight types of RCs introduced in the textbooks, OS and SS stand out as the top two types that
appear most frequently in the textbooks across all five publishers. Apart from OO, there is a big drop of numbers
on the other types of RCs introduced. Even though OO seems to receive a relatively large amount of attention, it
is mainly from two publishers, Publisher 1 and Publisher 4.
Note that the top two types of RCs are both relativization of the subject noun phrases, which are claimed to
be the most accessible one on the NPAH, and thus the easiest and earliest one to acquire. However, giving the
majority of attention to only relativization of the subject noun phrases may result in learners not being aware of
or not being familiar with the other various types of RCs that they could encounter in their language use. This is
evidenced, for example, in Ammar and Lightbown’s (2005) study, suggesting that students need explicit
explanation and additional guidance particularly in the formation of the genitive.
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On top of this, as empirical studies show, learners can benefit from instruction that is focused on lower
positions on the NPAH hierarchy (e.g. OPREP) because they are able to generalize the rules or their
understanding of RCs to the ones that are on the higher positions (e.g. SU or DO) (e.g. Doughty, 1991; Gass,
1982), but not the other way around (Ortega, 2011). If this is so, it is very likely that, as Pica (2005) pointed out,
even though this empirical finding has clear application to teaching practice, it has still not found its way into
language curricula yet, or at least not in the current research context.
Table 3
Frequency of RCs in receiving different instruction focus: Explicit instruction focus
Publisher 1
Publisher 2
Publisher 3
Publisher 4
Publisher 5
Total

OS
5
4
4
6
0
19

OO
8
1
1
3
0
13

SS
4
4
2
8
2
20

SO
3
0
1
0
0
4

OOPREP
0
2
0
2
0
4

SOPREP
0
0
1
0
0
1

OSGEN
1
1
0
0
0
2

SSGEN
0
1
0
0
0
1

Table 4
Implicit instruction focus
Publisher 1
Publisher 2
Publisher 3
Publisher 4
Publisher 5
Total

OS
6
3
4
17
3
33

OO
0
0
0
2
1
3

SS
6
2
0
7
5
20

SO
1
0
0
0
0
1

OOPREP
0
0
0
1
0
1

SOPREP
0
0
0
0
0
0

OSGEN
0
0
0
0
0
0

SSGEN
0
0
0
0
0
0

OS
3
2
1
6
0
12

OO
0
0
0
1
0
1

SS
0
1
0
3
1
5

SO
0
0
0
1
0
1

OOPREP
0
0
0
0
0
0

SOPREP
0
0
0
0
0
0

OSGEN
0
0
0
0
0
0

SSGEN
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 5
Examples only
Publisher 1
Publisher 2
Publisher 3
Publisher 4
Publisher 5
Total

When we look at the introduction of RCs separately from the different degrees of instruction focus they are
given, SS and OS remain the top two types of RCs which are frequently presented to students. This is followed
by OO, which receives the primary explicit instruction focus from Publisher 1. The genitive of subject is given
explicit instruction focus from Publisher 2 and Publisher 1, with Publisher 2 explicitly introduces genitive
subject RCs from both matrix subject and object position while Publisher 1 explicitly introduces it from matrix
subject position only. Each type of the genitive RCs is presented to learners only once respectively.
Given that there are various ways of forming RCs (e.g. with regard to which noun phrase position they can
relativitize and the function of the RC positions in the matrix sentence), Publisher 5 only explicitly teach one
type of RC, SS, which shows that Publisher 5 underrepresents the range of RCs to students in comparison to
other textbooks publishers.
It is interesting to note that OS and OO are not explicitly taught to learners using the Publisher 5 textbook
version. Instead, they are implicitly taught to learners in conjunction with other grammatical structures. Also, SO
from Publisher 4 is only introduced in the examples provided for learning other grammatical structures, and it is
22
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never explicitly or implicitly taught to learners. Whereas OS from Publisher 3 first appears in examples but is
only later explicitly and implicitly taught to learners. All these different ways of presentation raise an interesting
question as to when/if leaners acquire the targeted RCs, e.g. how much information do students elicit from the
implicit grammatical instruction focus or through examples only exposure. Are learners able to learn complex
forms implicitly or through examples only without explicit instruction?
Language teaching has been debated over the relative merits of explicit and implicit instruction (Williams,
1999). However, a study conducted by Doughty (1991) shows that learners who received either implicit or
explicit explanations on RC formation show greater improvement in relativization ability compared to the
learners who received exposure only to the RC sentences. Two factors involved that could have certain effect on
learners’ acquisition from this study are: the degree of explicitness with which leaners’ attention is drawn to the
features of RC formation through instruction, and the nature of the instructional materials presented to learners
(e.g. perceptual saliency and the frequency of presentation). Therefore, when considering the different ways of
grammar presentations in the textbooks, we need to take into account how individual teachers actually present
the structure to the students, e.g. the degree of explicitness when teachers introduce the structure and made
learners aware of how rules apply to examples.
5.2 What is the order of RCs introduced in the textbooks?
Table 6
First time appearance of RCs in the textbooks and their complexity level

Publisher 1
Publisher 2
Publisher 3
Publisher 4
Publisher 5

Level 1
OS
B2U5
B2U1
B3U5
B1U5
B2U8

Level 2
OO
SS
B2U5 B2U6
B3U2 B2U4
B3U5 B3U5
B1U5 B1U5
B2U8 B1U2

Level 3
SO
OOPREP
B2U5
B3U2
B3U8
B5U5
B1U5

Level 4
SOPREP

Level 1
OSGEN
B6U5
B3U2

Level 2
SSGEN
B3U2

B3U8

Most of the RCs are introduced in the textbooks at the early stage of students’ English learning in VHSs
(book level One to Three, which is in the first year and a half of VHSs). Only a very few of RCs are presented at
a later stage.
Different types of RCs are mostly introduced at the same time, rather than introduced in a way where
increasingly complex types are introduced as learners’ progress to the next unit or level. This is particularly the
case from Publisher 4. Therefore, even when we look at the unit and level in which RCs are introduced,
Publisher 2, Publisher 3, and Publisher 4 appear to respect the order of difficulty, it is arguable whether it truly
reflects a consideration of natural difficulty progression.
The complexity level of those RCs introduced in the textbooks is mainly at the easiest level, creating one or
two discontinuities. A more complex RCs type: SOPREP, which creates four discontinuities, is only introduced
from Publisher 3.
Table 7
The order of RCs in explicit instruction focus

Publisher 1
Publisher 2
Publisher 3
Publisher 4
Publisher 5

Level 1
OS
B2U5
B4U1
B3U5
B1U5

Level 2
OO
SS
B2U5 B2U7
B3U2 B3U2
B3U5 B3U5
B1U5 B1U5
B1U2

Level 3
SO
OOPREP
B2U5
B3U2
B3U8
B1U5

Level 4
SOPREP

Level 1
OSGEN
B6U5
B3U2

Level 2
SSGEN
B3U2

B3U8
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Table 8
The order of RCs in implicit instruction focus

Publisher 1
Publisher 2
Publisher 3
Publisher 4
Publisher 5

Level 1
OS
B2U6
B2U1
B3U5
B2U8
B2U8

Level 2
OO
SS
B2U6
B2U4
B2U8
B2U8

Level 3
SO
OOPREP
B4U2

B5U1
B1U8

Level 4
SOPREP

Level 1
OSGEN

Level 2
SSGEN

Level 4
SOPREP

Level 1
OSGEN

Level 2
SSGEN

B2U8

Table 9
The order of RCs in examples only

Publisher 1
Publisher 2
Publisher 3
Publisher 4
Publisher 5

Level 1
OS
B3U6
B3U4
B2U5
B4U1

Level 2
OO
SS

SO

Level 3
OOPREP

B3U7
B5U5

B4U4
B3U5

B5U5

When we look at the explicit instruction focus, Publisher 2 seems to be no longer in line with the order of
difficulty as OS is explicitly introduced later than other more complex RCs types. However, when we look at the
table of implicit instruction focus, OS is implicitly introduced at an earlier stage (Book Two Unit One). This
means that OS is introduced to learners earlier than other more complex RC type, but only implicitly. SS is also
implicitly introduced to learners before it is explicitly introduced. A similar situation is also found in Publisher 3,
where OS is presented in example sentences before it is implicitly or explicitly introduced. This raises an
interesting question of the effect of different timing in different ways of presenting RCs to learners.
6.

Discussion
The examination of the RCs introduced in the textbooks reveals the following two aspects:

Firstly, teaching does not reflect the full variety of RCs, and the focus seems to be concentrated on only a
few types of RC. The majority of instruction focus is given to relativization of the subject noun phrases (OO &
SS), while the other types of RCs are either not taught at all or are given the least emphasis. However, as
mentioned earlier, research has pointed out that certain types of RCs, e.g. the genitive, require additional
instruction guidance; otherwise, learners would not be able to correctly form the genitive RCs (Ammar &
Lightbown, 2005).
Empirical research has also shown that in reference to NPAH, learners are able to generalize instruction on
more marked RCs to the less marked structures (Gass, 1982; Eckman, Bell, & Nelson, 1988). In this case, a
more efficacious model for syllabus design would be one in which a more difficult structure preceded an easier
one (Gass, 1982), which apparently is not the case for the textbooks under examination in the current study.
However, it should be borne in mind that it has been argued that the evidence for unidirectional generalizability
is not conclusive, and further research is needed to determine the directionality of generalization (Hamilton,
1994).
Secondly, in several cases, the introduction of RCs in the textbooks does not reflect the natural difficulty
progression for RC acquisition. The difficulty orders for English relativization manifest developmental
sequences and the degree of difficulty posed to the learner in acquiring different complexity levels of RCs.
However, most of the RCs are presented to learners at the same time in the textbooks. This contradicts leaners’
natural orderings and may result in inhibition of the learning process (Gass, 1982). As Bao (2015) has pointed
24
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out, a majority of learners are inclined to avoid relative clauses use at the outset because it is difficult for them.
Therefore, the learning process is further inhibited.
7.

Conclusions

While there are a wide range of international, national, regional, and in-house textbooks available for the
teaching and learning of a foreign English language, they are very likely be complied without an insight from the
order of grammatical structure difficulty of SLA. In light of available empirical evidence and well-established
hypotheses of the difficulty order for RC acquisition, this study applied the notion of processing discontinuity to
create difficulty orders for English relativization, and examined if current EFL textbooks used in vocational high
schools in Taiwan facilitate students’ acquisition of English relative clauses. The findings of this study can
potentially shed light as one evidence-based source of information on the textbook development practices in
other EFL contexts worldwide. The examination of RC types and sequencing can assist in ensuring that the
natural acquisition processes are considered in students’ grammatical development. In this way, classroom
practices can better serve to promote language development rather than limiting it through intuitive—but not
always accurate—practice. This study also has implications for affecting the intuitive approach textbook writers
often take to their grammatical structure sequencing, as well as how the classroom teacher’s strict adherence to
such textbooks can result in students’ avoidance of relative clause use, thus limiting their language development.
Curriculum designers and other educators can be more fully informed about inherent grammatical complexity.
This can better guide them in textbook choices and in sequencing grammatical structures in their syllabi.
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Appendix A
Degrees of discontinuity to the various types of RCs in reference to the NPAH
RC type
SS

Example sentences
The man who

No. of discontinuities

[S ti wrote the

i

book ] is my friend.
The strong determination that

SO

[

S

the runners [

VP

2

i

showed ti ]]

3

moved me to tears.
S IO

S OPREP

The man who i [

we [VP gave

the wallet [ pp to ti ]]] is a police.
The man who i [

S

we [VP read

[ pp about ti ]]] is here.
The man who

S OCOMP

S

i

[

S

she [

VP

4

4

is

taller [ cp than [ S ti [VP e]]]]]is my

6

brother.
OS

Cinderella is the girl who i [

S ti

wore the shoes to the party].

1

The prince brought the shoes
OO

which i [ S Cindrella [

VP

wore ti

2

to the party last night]] .
He does not know the man that i
O IO

[ S we [ VP gave the wallet [ pp to
ti

O OPREP

O OCOMP

3

]]] yesterday.

I saw the man who i [

S

we [

VP

read [ pp about ti]]].
I know the man who i [ S she [ VP
is taller [ cp than [S ti [ VP e]]]]].

3

5
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Appendix B
Degrees of discontinuity to the genitive types of RCs
RC type
S S GEN

S O GEN

Example sentences

No. of discontinuities

The man i [whose i wife ] j [S tj
came ] is a police.
The man i [whose i wife ] j [

I

S

I

[ VP saw tj]] is a police.
The man i [whose i wife] j [

S IO GEN

S

[

VP

gave the book [

pp

to tj]]] is

2

3

4

a police.
The man i [whose
S OPREP GEN

[

looked [

VP

pp

i

wife]

[S I

j

at tj ]]] is a

4

police.
S OCOMP GEN

The man i [whose i wife] j [
[

VP

am older [

e]]]]]

O S GEN

O O GEN

cp

than [ S tj [

S

I

VP

6

is a police.

I know the man i [whose i wife] j
[ S tj is a teacher].

I know the man i [whose i wife] j
[ S I [ VP like tj]].

1

2

I know the man i [whose i wife ]
O IO GEN

j

[

S

I [VP gave the book [

pp

to

tj]]]

O OPREP GEN

I know the man i [whose i wife] j
[ S we [ VP read [ pp about tj]]].

O OCOMP GEN

3

I know the man i [whose i wife] j
[ S She [VP is taller [ cp than [ S tj
[VP e]]]]]
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